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Until recently, transporting potatoes and carrots meant also carrying leftover
grubbing soil, as you are most likely aware of!
DEZEURE offers you the perfect answer to this worthless and expensive cargo.
Why do you need to choose for the TURBOCLEANER :

One person can transport, clean and overload crops.

Turbo output: With a cleaning surface of
Unloading, anywhere at any time: The
+/- 5m², the TC can ensure both cleaning of
overload trailer unloads from the back, trailers
the crop and loading lorries in short time. Less can be loaded anywhere in the field.
than 10 minutes are required to load a full lorry.

Safe and easy: Due to the SecuTouch
touch-screen terminal, the TC is safe and easy
to use. The SecuTouch terminal will automatically stabilize and level the trailer before operation.

No dirt on the road: The soil is collected in
the hydraulically operated soil-collector and
can be unloaded evenly at a suitable location
in the field.

Centering conveyor: Damaged crops
during the loading process are reduced to an
absolute minimum thanks to the two optional
centering conveyors.

g
Perfect cleaning: The crop is nicely spread
on the cleaning rollers thanks to the steady
supply of crops by the discharge floor of the
overload trailer.

Modular: The TC is equipped with quick coupler hooks, disconnecting the TC takes less than
15 minutes. This means maximum usability of your overload trailer!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TC

Optimal loading space: As the TC also
functions as a folding rear tailgate, there is no
additional rear overhang.

- 12/13 polyurethane spiral coils
Star screen rollers also available.
- Quick change system
- Built-in function to clean the rollers
- Stepless control of speed
- Dosing door for the TC
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